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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Gender networks, pastoral
markets and food security in stateless Somalia | Somali pastoralism has undergone dramatic
changes in the last two decades; the collapse of the central state, with the fall of Barre&apos;s
regime, and increasing integration into regional and international market systems have reflected
and induced major societal reconfiguration. With more than 6 million dromedaries in Somalia
camel milk traditionally represents a main local staple food. As a result of the turmoil that has
remoulded the Somali socio-economic fabric, camel milk has increasingly become a marketable
commodity and its trade has developed accordingly. By investigating the nature and the dynamics
of camel milk production and commercialisation this work explores the ways such recent changes
have impacted on local livelihoods in a specific portion of Somalia - the north-eastern territories of
Puntland. This thesis explores the extensive networks and sophisticated arrangements and
mechanisms of cooperation enabling camel milk marketing and examines the set of social and
cultural relations that characterise them. Through a comparative analysis with the more traditional
trade of livestock the dynamics behind the integration of pastoral economies into market dynamics
are unveiled. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english |...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period
will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Elisha  O 'Conner  II--  Elisha  O 'Conner  II

Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV
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